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1. Information about Graphology Solutions Group:  

Graphology Solutions Group has been operating on the European market since 2008 and 

supports leaders in personal growth, personnel selection processes and optimization of 

corporate processes. We provide leadership development programs for the leaders both from 

business and political sectors. Our customers include Business Owners, Presidents, Managing 

Directors, Board Members, Directors of the companies and well-known politicians. Our 

leadership development programs secure excellence of leadership skills and personal growth 

of the clients. We enhance accurate, constructive thinking of the leaders which is achieved 

through mental engineering determining success of the organization. To comfort the needs of 

the leaders we work with them both personally and on-line according to their preferences. The 

uniqueness of application of graphological analysis and scientific assessment methods in 

leadership development programs and leadership selection processes is a quality that 

distinguishes Graphology Solutions Group on the market of personal growth industry. Our 

solutions to optimize corporate processes are time, cost and energy frugal.                  

2. What steps do you take to ensure that the overall outcome meets your clients’ needs?  

Graphology Solutions Group approaches every client with the highest respect, diligence and 

focus. An individual approach to our client’s needs and expectations determine a structure of 

business solutions proposed. We pay a special attention to a mission of our clients as it 

summaries a value system and organizational culture of our prospects. We propose win-win 

solutions to our clients as such proposals can meet needs of all parties involved in the project 

and secure the highest quality of the projects’ completion.  
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3. What differentiates your firm from other companies  and marks you out as the best option 

for your clients? 

Graphology Solutions Group provides an excellent value for our clients based on a sustainable 

abundance mentality and consciousness. We give willingly to our customers, we embrace 

their change, we exude joy and happiness towards the environment and we take inspired 

action supporting our clients in their personal growth and development. We secure both a 

sustainable horizontal and vertical growth of our customers. We combine practice with 

scientific findings and the uniqueness of graphological consultancies and that makes us the 

best option for our clients. 

4. What is the future for your business? Are there any projects or plans you would be willing 

to share with us? 

Being the founder and Managing Director of Graphology Solutions Group entitles me to 

create a vision of my company and define its strategy. I can see it prospering on international 

markets and providing the value for the leaders of different industries and nationalities. I feel 

privileged to support our clients in their precious work towards excellence and constant 

growth. Enhancement of corporate business processes accords with the leaders’ development 

as it is a consequence of their growth.    

5.  How does it feel to win this award and to what do you attribute your success? What 

attributes do you believe have attributed to your success? 

Winning this award is a great privilege and success. It enhances our self-value and constitutes 

a motivation to grow and offer innovative programs for our clients. It is a proof that orderly, 

scientific thinking and acting secures great and sustainable results in Graphology Solutions 

Group. 

6. Looking to your specific industry or sector, are there any key developments you foresee 

and how will your business adapt around these? 

Personal grow industry has a promising future. Leadership development processes are of key 

value for the companies as their provide growth both on the macro and micro levels for them. 

Enhancing the quality of the leaders is a strategy for human capital development and 

organizational improvement. I think successful leadership practices will include multiple 

leadership styles in the future and Graphology Solutions Group’s programs provide them.  

7.  What has been the most important thing you have learnt throughout your career so far and 

how has this helped you achieve success? 

Consistency, diligence, sustainable effort towards you goals are the features that can bring 

you success. Moreover, congruence between who you are and what you do secures you 

effortless growth and success as you are authentic in your activities. Such an authenticity has 

an positive and efficient impact on the environment. It brings an added value both for you and 

your clients.  
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Contact Details: 

                Contact: Lucyna Baca-Lönn  

                Contact Email: lucyna.baca-lonn@graphologysolutions.eu  

                Skype ID: Lucyna.Baca-Lonn 

    Company: Graphology Solutions Group, Poland 

    0048 602441909  

    Web Address: www.graphologysolutions.eu 
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